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Proflavine diazide (PD) with amido-azide substituents on the amine groups and its N-methylated analogue
(MePD) bind strongly to DNA by nearest-neighbour intercalation with little sequence selectivity,
presenting reactive azide groups in the major groove. PD is neutral in aqueous solution but experiences
binding-coupled protonation on interaction with DNA with an apparent pKa shift of 2.5 units. MePD can
be click modified in situ on DNA with alkyne-functionalised thienyl-pyrrole as a precursor for conducting
polymer synthesis, and remains intercalated after reaction with the substituents aligned in the groove.
Introduction
The use of DNA as an architectural material was revolutionized
by the seminal work of Seeman and coworkers in constructing
2D and 3D DNA nanostructures,1 which resulted in an
explosion of research in this field. The exquisite specificity
of nucleic acid recognition, together with chemical stability,
has made DNA the polymer of choice for the construction of
increasingly intricate nano-architectures.2 The DNA duplex is
an attractive candidate as a 1D template or scaffold for
assembly of functional materials via chemical reactions,
coordination chemistry, or non-covalent association.3
Assembly of conducting polymers, e.g. polyaniline,4 poly-
pyrrole and polythienylpyrrole5,6 on DNA has been a key area
of interest for development of molecular wires. Control of
polymerization can be achieved by tethering monomers to
DNA on the bases, sugars, or modified backbones.7 Herein, we
present first generation molecules for an alternative strategy
which uses unmodified DNA as a scaffold to facilitate the
linear assembly of functional materials. This strategy uses
small molecules (ligands) that bind strongly to DNA with
specific recognition modes (e.g. intercalation or groove
binding)8 to present reactive substituents in one DNA groove.
Hence, the duplex becomes an adaptable scaffold without the
requirement for chemical modification of DNA. Proflavine is
the framework we have chosen initially for development of
functional intercalators.9 The strong and well-characterized
intercalative binding of acridines has led to their development
as anticancer drugs,10 and these properties also make them
attractive candidates for anchoring supramolecular architec-
tures to a DNA scaffold.
Previously, 9-aminoacridine has been used as an inter-
calative ligand to assemble a copper catalyst on DNA for
asymmetric synthesis,11 and proflavine has been modified
with platinum complexes for improved therapeutics.12 Searcey
and coworkers produced a library of substituted acridine
intercalators using click chemistry in solution,13 one of which
drove formation of Holliday junctions.13b 9-Aminoacridine
azide was used for in situ click with an alkene peptide, where
the reactants were pre-assembled.14a More recently,
Balasubramanian and coworkers have used in situ click
substitution of well-known tetraplex binders to identify drugs
that bind selectively to G4 motifs.14b Also, minor groove
binding azido-ligands have been used for assembly of
functional molecules on AT-rich DNA.14c In this paper we
report the synthesis of novel proflavine derivatives with amido-
azide substituents that intercalate DNA and undergo in situ
click reactions15 with molecules such as alkyne-substituted
thienylpyrrole (TP). In this paper, we fully characterize their
binding to DNA and in situ click reaction, and in related work5f
we have shown that conducting poly(TP)n nanowires can be
formed from the resultant assembly.
Results
Synthesis and absorbance of diazido-proflavines
Modification of proflavine (1, Pf){ with azide groups produces
a ligand that presents ‘‘click’’ functionalities along DNA after
intercalation. Initially, the exocyclic amines were converted to
azides but that product was relatively unreactive. Thus, an
aChemical Nanoscience Laboratory, School of Chemistry, Bedson Building, Newcastle
University, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 7RU, UK. E-mail: andrew.pike@ncl.ac.uk;
eimer.tuite@ncl.ac.uk
bQuantuMDx, International Centre for Life, Times Square, Newcastle upon Tyne,
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3 Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Detailed experimental
methods, spectra, calculations, physical data. See DOI: 10.1039/c3ra43090a
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extended amide linker was introduced to increase accessibility
of the azides, and overcome the reduced reactivity of Pf
exocyclic amines after intercalation with DNA16 (Scheme 1).
Product 3 (proflavine diazide, PD) was obtained in good
yield but proved poorly soluble in water, although it dissolved
in polar solvents and in DNA solution. Consequently,
methylated proflavine diazide (4, MePD) was synthesized, in
which the ring nitrogen is quaternized to give a cationic
species at pH 7. For direct comparison of 1, 3 and 4, all
experiments were carried out in aqueous buffered solution
containing 1% DMSO by volume. This allowed dissolution of
PD to tens of millimolar and did not perturb the DNA
conformation as judged by circular dichroism.
Aqueous solutions of Pf, PD, and MePD are yellow-orange
due to absorbance in the 300–500 nm region (Fig. 1). The
modified acridines absorb at higher energy with smaller
extinction coefficients than Pf, as previously reported for spin-
labelled Pf.17 All compounds also have significant absorbance
in the 260 nm DNA region. Protonation on the ring nitrogen of
Pf and PD is calculated to lower the energy of the absorption
(supplementary information3), consistent with observed shifts
to longer wavelength of the absorption maxima at low pH
(Table 1).
pKas for Pf in aqueous solution are reported at 0.3 and 9.5,
18
and our data (supplementary information3) concur. At pH 7
the dominant monocation has an S0 A S1 absorption
maximum at 445 nm with an extinction coefficient of 41 000
M21 cm21.19 At high pH, deprotonation of the ring nitrogen
produces the neutral form absorbing at higher energy (lmax =
393 nm) with a smaller extinction efficient. The spectra of the
di- and tri-cationic forms (pH , 0), for further protonation on
the exocyclic nitrogens, are reported to have maxima at 350–
360 nm and extinction coefficients comparable to the neutral
species.18,20 MePD is also monocationic at pH 7 with a pKa of
9.6 for deprotonation. The poor aqueous solubility of PD is
consistent with a dominant neutral form at pH 7, which
renders the compound very hydrophobic. As pH drops from 9
to 1, the PD spectrum changes substantially with an isosbestic
point at 365 nm (Fig. 2a). A pKa is observed at pHy4.4, and is
assigned to protonation of the ring nitrogen.
Partial charges calculated for the neutral and monocation
forms of PD, Pf, and MePD (supplementary information3)
explain the change of pKa when Pf carries amido-azide
substituents. For neutral Pf, the ring nitrogen carries a high
negative partial charge with partial positive charges on the
exocyclic amines, and the charge density changes significantly
after protonation of the ring nitrogen. For neutral PD, the
negative charge on the ring nitrogen is much smaller due to
significant negative charge density on the amide linker and
azide nitrogens. After protonation of the ring nitrogen, the
Scheme 1 Synthesis of azide-modified proflavines.
{ Abbreviations: CD, circular dichroism; CT-DNA, calf thymus DNA; PD,
proflavine diazide; Pf, proflavine; LD, linear dichroism; LDr, reduced linear
dichroism; MePD, methylated proflavine diazide; P/D, nucleotide phosphate/dye
ratio; [poly(dA–dT)]2, poly(deoxyadenylic-thymidylic) acid; [poly(dG–dC)]2,
poly(deoxyguanylic-cytidylic) acid; TM, transition moment.
Fig. 1 Absorption spectra of the proflavine dyes in aqueous solution.
Table 1 Maximum wavelengths and extinction coefficients for absorption of
the acridine dyes in the visible, and comparison with calculated energies for the
HOMO–LUMO gapa
Species pH lmax/nm emax/M
21 cm21 DE/eV
Pf 12 393 19 000 3.51
PfH+ 7 445 41 000 3.29
PD 7 381 5800 3.62
PDH+ 3 403 13 200 3.27
MePD+ 7 409 9200 3.35
a lmax and emax, measured; DE, calculated.
Fig. 2 Effect of pH on the absorption spectrum of PD. (a) spectra and calculated
partial charges, and (b, inset) titration, [PD] = 54 mM.
This journal is ß The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013 RSC Adv., 2013, 3, 18164–18172 | 18165
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negative charges remain localized on the amido-azide sub-
stituents. Cationic MePD has a similar partial charge
distribution to PD monocation.
Interaction of diazido-proflavines with DNA
Absorption spectroscopy. The binding of Pf, MePD and PD
to calf thymus (CT) DNA is readily observed by monitoring
visible absorbance.21 For Pf and MePD, addition of DNA
results in red-shifts of y15 nm and hypochromicity. This is
typical of the effects of insertion between DNA basepairs
during intercalation, a binding mode previously shown for Pf.
For PD, a dramatically different behaviour is observed
(Fig. 3). A 35 nm red-shift is accompanied by a hyperchromism
of .50%. Although this apparently indicates a different mode
of binding, it is actually consistent with intercalation where
binding is coupled to protonation. The maximum absorption
of the DNA-bound dye at 416 nm represents a 13 nm shift from
the maximum of PDH+. Additionally, the large absorbance
increase compared to the PD spectrum represents a hypo-
chromic change compared to the spectrum of free PDH+. Thus,
the changes in PD absorbance on addition of DNA can be
rationally interpreted in terms of the dominant DNA-bound
species being the monocationic PDH+.
Coupled protonation and DNA binding has been reported
previously for neutral dibenzoacridine22a as well as other
intercalators,22b minor groove binders22c and proteins.22d It is
also known that the apparent pKa of cytosine is raised
significantly from y4.5 when it protonates on formation of
CGC-triplexes, with a 3–5 unit increase reported for internal
positions.23 Moreover theory predicts that the DNA minor
groove is more acidic than the surrounding solvent,24a with
experiments indicating a drop of up to 2 units.24b This is likely
a result of the high negative potential in the minor groove
caused by electrostatic focussing.25 Thus, the increase of
apparent pKa of PD on binding to DNA is not without
precedent.
Absorption changes were analysed by the Scatchard method
to obtain binding constants and apparent site sizes as shown
in Table 2. Proflavine binds very strongly to CT-DNA and only a
lower limit for the association constant could be determined at
low ionic strength. As the salt concentration was raised,
binding weakened and an association constant was readily
determined with 500 mM NaCl added to buffer. The binding
constant in 5 mM phosphate was estimated theoretically using
Record/Manning theory, which states that K for a monoca-
tionic intercalator varies with added inert monocation
according to eqn (1), with B = 0.24, Z = 1, and Y = 0.8226 or 1.27
d lnKobsð Þ
d ln Naz½ ð Þ
~{ BzZyð Þ (1)
A binding constant of K # 1.5 6 107 M21 was predicted at
7.5 mM Na+, which is higher than the experimental value, and
represents an upper limit at low ionic strength. The binding
constants measured for Pf have similar magnitudes to
previously reported values.28,29 PD and MePD also show high
affinities for DNA, with site sizes that are close to nearest-
neighbour, although their binding constants are lower than
that for Pf. Nonetheless, at low ionic strength, both PD and
MePD are quantitatively bound to DNA at high ratios of DNA
basepair to dye concentrations, expressed as P/D ([nucleotide
phosphate]/[dye]).
Circular dichroism spectroscopy. Pf, PD and MePD are
achiral in aqueous solution. On binding to DNA, all three
exhibit small induced circular dichroism (ICD) signals in their
visible absorption bands (Fig. 4). ICD occurs when an achiral
molecule is placed in a chiral environment, e.g., when a dye is
Fig. 3 Effect of binding to calf thymus(CT)-DNA on the absorption spectrum of
PD. The spectrum without DNA is shown in dark red. P/D is the DNA (nucleotide
phosphate) to dye ratio. [PD] = 56 mM.
Table 2 Association constants (K) and apparent binding site sizes (n) for the
modified proflavine dyes with calf thymus (CT)-DNAa
Dye [Na+]/mM K/M21 nb
Pf 7.5 ¢3.8 6 106 0.26
Pf 508 1.4 6 105 0.28
PD 7.5 5.3 6 105 0.33
MePD 7.5 2.0 6 106 0.36
a Determined by absorption titration in 5 mM phosphate–1% DMSO;
b n = number of binding sites per nucleotide unit.
Fig. 4 CD spectra in the visible region showing induced CD of the dyes in the
presence of calf thymus (CT)-DNA. [Pf] = 10 mM, P/D = 50; [PD] = 50 mM, P/D =
20; [MePD] = 50 mM, P/D = 10. P/D is the DNA (nucleotide phosphate) to dye
ratio. Data are smoothed (see supplementary information3 for raw data).
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bound to the right-handed helix of DNA.30 The ICD signals are
weak, consistent with intercalative binding.31
The ICD for Pf resembles that reported previously for similar
binding ratios at low ionic strength in native DNA, [poly(dA–
dT)]2, and [poly(dG–dC)]2.
29,32–34 The non-conservative split-
ting pattern has been attributed to degenerate vibronic exciton
coupling between intercalated and externally bound dyes.28c,34
External binding is found to be minimal at high salt
concentrations but to occur to some extent at low salt
concentrations even at the high P/D ratios used in this
work.34,35 The deconvoluted CD spectrum of pure intercalated
Pf is reported to be positive but that of acridine orange, which
is tetramethylated on the exocyclic nitrogens, is negative.34
This was attributed to different intercalation geometries of the
two dyes, since the transition moment involved is the same
long-axis polarized p–p* transition for each.34–36 It was
suggested that H-bonds between Pf and the DNA backbone,
as observed in crystal structures, are responsible for that
difference since the magnitude of the Pf ICD was sensitive to
increasing ionic strength. Negative ICD spectra for PD and
MePD suggest that these dyes might have intercalation
orientations more similar to acridine orange than Pf; indeed,
small slides or twists of the dye in the intercalation pocket can
cause a sign inversion.37 The absence of splitting in the ICD
spectra of PD and MePD suggests that external binding is less
important for these dyes than for Pf, perhaps because the
increased bulk of the side chains hinders association of
additional dyes in the groove as observed when Pf external
binding is blocked by glycosylation of the major groove in T2-
DNA.32
Linear dichroism spectroscopy. In flow linear dichroism
(LD) spectroscopy, high molecular weight DNA is oriented by
shear flow in a Couette cell.30 LD is defined by eqn (2), where
Aiso is the isotropic absorption of the sample (i.e., without
orientation), S is an orientation factor, and a represents the
angle between the polarization of the absorbing transition
moment and the orientation axis.
LDr(l) = LD (l)/Aiso(l) = 1.5 S (3 Scos
2aT 2 1) (2)
The LD signal of DNA is negative in the 200–350 nm
absorption region, where the strongly absorbing transition
moments (TM) are polarized in the planes of the basepairs.
Since the helix axis of aligned DNA is oriented parallel to the
flow direction, negative LD indicates that the basepairs are
oriented more perpendicular than parallel to the helical axis,
as expected for B-form DNA. For all three acridines, the LD
signals in the visible spectrum are also negative (supplemen-
tary information3). This implies that the TMs responsible for
visible absorption, which are polarized in the acridine
aromatic planes,34,36 also have an average orientation .54u
to the helix axis.
For structural interpretation of LD, reduced linear dichro-
ism (LDr) spectra were computed (Fig. 5) using eqn (2). In
general, the LDr signals at 260 nm for DNA with and without
dye report on changes in base orientation induced by dye
binding, although overlap of strong dye absorption with DNA
at 260 nm precludes quantitative analysis. The ratio of LDr
signals in the visible and UV regions allows calculation of the
angle between the dye and base pair planes. An important
caveat is that the latter comparison is valid only if all the dye
absorption arises from bound material, since free dye
contributes to isotropic absorption but not to LD. Therefore,
spectra were measured under conditions (low salt and high
P/D) that favour complete binding. For our samples, there was
good correspondence between the isotropic absorption and LD
spectra, showing close to 100% of dye is bound.
Negative LDr signals in the dye visible absorption bands
(Fig. 5) are consistent with the chromophore long axes lying
approximately parallel to the base pair planes. For Pf, this
agrees with previous electric LD results which showed the ring
system was parallel to the base planes for DNA with various
base compositions.38 Pf shows greater magnitude LDr in the
visible than in the UV. For PD and MePD, the visible LDr
magnitude is lower than that in the UV. Previous studies have
inferred an effective value of 80–86u for the orientation of the
basepairs to the helix axis.29,39 Nevertheless, significantly more
negative LDr in the dye than the DNA band, as observed for Pf,
has also been reported for other intercalators such as
methylene blue.37c,d Previous spectral analysis36 of Pf and
related dyes assigned the 465 nm absorption solely to a long-
axis polarized transition, and 263 nm absorption predomi-
nantly to long-axis polarized transitions with a small contribu-
tion from a short-axis polarized transition. Similar
assignments are likely for PD and MePD. Thus different
Fig. 5 Reduced linear dichroism (LDr) spectra of acridine dyes with calf thymus
(CT)-DNA. P/D = 50; [DNA] = 1 mM. Shear gradient = 1900 s21 (600 rpm). P/D is
the DNA (nucleotide phosphate) to dye ratio. The free DNA spectrum is shown
in grey.
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values of LDr(vis)/LDr(UV) suggest that PD and MePD adopt
slightly different intercalation geometries than Pf, as also
inferred from CD spectra. Wedging intercalation from the
major groove, due to the bulky substituents impeding full
insertion between the basepairs, would result in smaller LDr
for the dye since the chromophore would sample a range of
orientation, as observed for piperazinecarbonyloxyalkyl deri-
vatives of anthracene and pyrene.40
Linear dichroism spectroscopy shows that the ring systems
of PD and MePD remain intercalated in DNA after their azide
groups undergo click reactions (Scheme 2) with 5-pentenyl-
thienyl-pyrrole (pTP). On the other hand, 6 formed in solution
did not bind strongly to DNA. Thus, an in situ click reaction is
necessary to assemble such a molecule on DNA.
At high dye loading (Fig. 6), the LDr signal at 425 nm in the
MePD absorption band remains negative after the click
reaction. A new negative signal is observed in the 300–350
nm region, where MePD has no contribution, which corre-
sponds to absorption of the pTP substituent (supplementary
information3). The absorbing transition moment of the clicked
TP chromophore thus has an average orientation of ,54u to
the helix axis. If we set the DNA basepair (260 nm) orientation
at 90u to the helix axis, the calculated angles are 74u for MePD
(425 nm) and 63u for pTP (350 nm). By contrast, at low dye
loading (supplementary information3), the LD
r signal at 300–
350 nm is positive whilst the signal in the PD absorption band
at 430 nm remains negative, and the angle for pTP
substituents in this case is calculated as 52u. Thus, the
proximity of nearest neighbour intercalated PD forces the TP
residues into an orientation somewhat more parallel to the
basepairs. Nonetheless, the TP residues can polymerise into
long conducting poly(TP)n nanowires from this orientation, as
we have demonstrated elsewhere.5f
Viscometry. Binding of proflavine increases DNA viscosity
(Fig. 7), as expected for a classical intercalator, and consistent
with previous reports.29,41,42 Studies with different DNAs
found greater apparent elongation for AT-rich than GC-rich
DNA,42,43 due to Pf having a greater tendency to bind externally
with the latter and distort the binding ratio. Fig. 7 shows that
PD and MePD also increase the viscosity of CT-DNA, but to a
lesser extent. Pf is quantitatively bound under the conditions
used, and the initial slope of 1.40 (up to r = 0.1) is consistent
with monointercalation into high molecular weight DNA with
no significant change of persistence length (supplementary
information3). An absence of persistence length change on bis-
intercalation of YOYO-1 has been reported.44
PD and MePD are also quantitatively bound, and although
their slopes (0.99 and 0.50, respectively) are lower than for Pf,
they are consistent with intercalation. The slope for PD is
substantially lower than for Pf or MePD, and its low value
implies either that some bound PD is externally associated, or
that binding causes a reduction in persistence length that
counteracts the increase in contour length due to intercala-
tion. However, the lack of splitting in CD spectroscopy
indicates that external binding is not important for PD and
MePD, certainly not to the extent of 50% being externally
bound.
Minor groove binders cause little change in viscosity45 but
partial intercalators decrease DNA viscosity by bending
through wedging,46 whilst covalent binding of cisplatin
decreases DNA viscosity through static bending.47 These
bending interactions decrease the viscosity of rod-like DNA
Scheme 2 In situ ‘‘click’’ reaction of MePD (4) and pTP (5) to generate MePD-
pTP (6). Brackets represent the intercalation site in DNA. Arrows represent
presumed main transition moment directions.
Fig. 6 Reduced linear dichroism (LDr) spectrum of in situ generated MePD-pTP
(6) bound to calf thymus (CT)-DNA compared with DNA-bound MePD.5f P/D =
50; [DNA] = 1 mM. P/D is the DNA (nucleotide phosphate) to dye ratio. Shear
gradient = 3170 s21 (1000 rpm).
Fig. 7 Relative intrinsic viscosity of calf thymus (CT)-DNA on addition of acridine
dyes. [DNA] = 300 mM; 25 uC.
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by shortening the axial length. In long DNA, the bending effect
is translated to a decrease of persistence length, which reduces
the relative viscosity according to eqn (3). Since MePD and PD
still increase viscosity, albeit less so than Pf, they cannot be
considered to behave as true partial intercalators that bind by
wedging open the basepairs toward one groove. Nonetheless,
the results suggest that they adopt an intercalation geometry
that reduces DNA persistence length.ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g½ 
g½ 
0
3
s
~
L
L0
~1zar (3)
Thermal denaturation. Each dye increases the thermal
stability of CT-DNA (supplementary information3), as pre-
viously reported for Pf.19a,29 The degree of stabilization
correlates with binding affinity, so that Pf has a slightly larger
effect than MePD, which in turn has a much larger effect than
PD. The greater stabilizing effect of Pf compared to MePD is
more dramatic at P/D = 1, suggesting that Pf has greater
tendency for electrostatically-driven external binding at high
loading and low ionic strength than does MePD, as also
inferred from CD. Similar results were observed with [poly(dA–
dT)]2 but comparative experiments with [poly(dG–dC)]2 were
impossible because of the high melting temperature (95 uC)
observed for the naked polynucleotide, so that addition of dye
raised the Tm to .100 uC.
Fluorescence. The emission of all three acridines is
quenched on binding to calf-thymus DNA, as shown in
Fig. 8. For Pf, as for related dyes,48 this is attributed to
electron transfer from guanine to the dye singlet state.28a,49
Our observations that the emission intensity of Pf bound to
CT-DNA decreases in the range P/D = 0–20 and thereafter
slowly rises (Fig. 8), mirrors previously reported behaviour.49
Pf emission is quenched by guanine but enhanced by adenine
from comparison of emission in the presence of [poly(dA–dT)]2
and [poly(dG–dC)]2. The quenching observed at low P/D with
[poly(dA–dT)]2 is attributed to self-quenching by externally
stacked dyes,21,28c,35 and at high binding ratios the intensity
reflects the increase in reported lifetime.41
Both PD and MePD+ are quenched by adenine as well as
guanine in polynucleotides, indicating that their singlet states
are more readily reduced than 1Pf. Ground state reduction is
predicted to occur more readily than for Pf due to lower
electron densities on their aromatic ring systems, and their
(0,0) transitions are at higher energy than that of Pf. Taken
together, these features rationalize why the excited singlet
states of PD and MePD are significantly more oxidizing than
that of Pf. Emission titrations indicate that PD and MePD
show little selectivity in binding to [poly(dA–dT)]2, [poly(dG–
dC)]2 or mixed sequence CT-DNA. Pf binds most strongly to
[poly(dG–dC)]2 under our conditions, other studies report little
selectivity at higher ionic strength.29 However, recent mole-
cular modelling50 suggests that Pf should indeed bind more
strongly to [poly(dG–dC)]2 than [poly(dA–dT)]2 due to greater
p–p stacking in the former case. We interpret our observations
in terms of the smaller substituents on Pf allowing it to
intercalate deeply into the base pair pockets, thus benefiting
from enhanced p–p stacking in the GC pockets. By contrast, if
PD and MePD cannot intercalate as deeply as Pf from the
major groove due to their bulky substituents, they will
experience similar stacking interactions in all types of base
pair pockets.
Discussion
Linear dichroism and viscometry results demonstrate that Pf,
PD and MePD intercalate between the DNA base pairs. The
small induced CD signals are also consistent with intercalative
binding. Other results such as absorption, emission, and
thermal denaturation titrations reflect the relative binding
affinities of the three compounds. Proflavine was chosen as
the framework molecule for our functional intercalators since
it known to be an avid intercalator. A recent PDB deposition
(3FT6)51a shows a crystal structure of proflavine intercalated at
terminal CG/CG steps in a hexamer duplex (supplementary
information3). The heterocyclic system is deeply intercalated
and the exocyclic amino groups are both oriented towards the
major groove but do not protrude. Symmetric intercalation
with the dye long axis parallel to the base pair long axis allows
the amines to form H-bonds with the phosphate and sugar
groups of the backbone. This crystal structure confirms an
earlier nmr structure with a tetramer [d(CCGG)]2,
51b and
Fig. 8 Variation of emission intensity of acridine dyes on addition of calf thymus
(CT)-DNA and alternating homopolynucleotides. P/D is the DNA (nucleotide
phosphate) to dye ratio. [dye] = 5 mM.
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crystal structures with RNA51c and DNA51d,e CG dinucleotide
minihelices. By comparison, N,N9-tetramethyl proflavine (or
acridine orange, AO) and N-dimethyl proflavine are interca-
lated asymmerically in dinucleotide minihelix crystals with
y10u twist from the symmetric geometry.52 These dyes are
slightly displaced towards the major groove in the basepair
pocket, with one dimethyl amine group protruding and the
other amine in a position similar to Pf. This small change of
conformation is enough to cause a change in ICD signal from
positive for Pf to negative for AO.34 Given the negative ICD
spectra for PD and MePD bound to DNA, a reasonable
hypothesis is that they adopt an intercalation geometry similar
to AO, displaced towards the major groove, but likely with both
their bulky azide substituents protruding. The wide major
groove should readily accommodate these substituents and
present them for reaction with molecules approaching from
bulk solution.
Such variation of intercalation geometry also rationalises
differences in LD and viscosimetry for different dyes. Partial
intercalators with small aromatic groups strongly reduce the
viscosity of DNA.46a However, although PD and MePD give
lower slopes than Pf, they nevertheless markedly increase DNA
viscosity. Likewise, the LDr signals for these compounds are
still strongly negative, although smaller than for Pf. Taken
together, these observations suggest that PD and MePD bind
by intercalation with slightly different geometries and
dynamics than Pf, since their bulky substituents probably
prevent the aromatic tricycle from embedding deeply in the
intercalation pocket. Instead, they may be displaced towards
the edges of the basepairs closest to the major groove which
could give rise to dynamic or static bending of DNA, as seen
for the partial intercalator [Ru(phen)3]
2+ 46b,53 or for covalently
bound cisplatin.47 Smaller LDr signals for the modified dyes
are consistent with this postulate, since partially intercalated
dyes can explore a range of orientation angles other than
perpendicular to the helix axis.40 Consequently, PD and MePD
show little sequence selectivity which is advantageous for their
general application as versatile intercalative anchors for
directed assembly on a DNA scaffold.
Conclusions
Proflavine, Pf, can be readily modified with azide groups on its
exocyclic amines via an amide linker. The resultant com-
pound, PD, is neutral but methylation on the ring nitrogen
gives a cationic dye, MePD. PD is poorly soluble in water, but
becomes protonated on binding to DNA, resulting in an
apparent pKa shift of .3 units. Like proflavine, PD and MePD
intercalate DNA, as evidenced by linear dichroism and
viscometry. The Pf exocyclic amines reside in the major groove
of DNA, and it is likely that the modified dyes adopt a similar
binding geometry. However, their larger substituents appear to
hinder deep intercalation, implying displacement towards the
edge of the major groove, as reported for acridine orange, so
that the basepairs become slightly wedged apart to reduce the
DNA persistence length. DNA-bound PD and MePD undergo in
situ click functionalization with pTP, and remain intercalated
after reaction thus placing the monomers in the major groove
ready for polymerization to form a conducting chain. In
summary, PD and MePD are good candidates for application
as an intercalative anchor for assembly of supramolecular
structures on a DNA scaffold since they bind strongly with
little sequence selectivity, and remain intercalated after click
reactions with bulky functional groups.
Experimental
All chemicals and solvents were of the highest grade available
from Sigma-Aldrich. Proflavine hemisulfate salt hydrate was
used as received, and proflavine derivatives were synthesized
(Scheme 1) and purified as described in the supplementary
information.3 To ensure complete dissolution of dyes, solids
were initially dissolved in 100% DMSO, and diluted with 5 mM
phosphate buffer with the required pH to give samples in 5
mM phosphate with 1% DMSO. Polynucleotides [poly(dG–
dC)]2 and [poly(dA–dT)]2, and high molecular weight calf-
thymus DNA were from Sigma. All nucleic acids were dialyzed
extensively against pure water before use to remove excess
salts, and were stored in 5 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH
6.9). All experiments were carried out in 5 mM phosphate
buffer/1% DMSO (v/v) at 21 uC, unless otherwise stated, which
allowed dissolution of PD to tens of millimolar. Although 10%
DMSO can distort binding of ligands,54 1% DMSO did not
perturb the DNA conformation as judged by circular dichro-
ism, and binding results for Pf were consistent with those
reported in the absence of DMSO. The concentrations of all
materials were determined by UV/vis absorption spectroscopy
using the following extinction coefficients, determined analy-
tically for PD and MePD and obtained from the literature for
the other materials. Pf (445 nm) 41 000 M21 cm21;19 PD (381
nm) 6600 M21 cm21; MePD (409 nm) 9200 M21 cm21; CT-DNA
(260 nm) 6600 M21 cm21; [poly(dA–dT)]2 (262 nm) 6700 M
21
cm21; [poly(dG–dC)]2 (254 nm) 8400 M
21 cm21. Nucleic acid
concentrations are given per nucleotide. Buffer of required pH
was prepared by adjusting the pH of a 5 mM phosphate (pH
6.9) solution using small aliquots of concentrated phosphoric
acid or sodium hydroxide.
UV/vis spectra and thermal denaturation were measuring
with a Cary 100 Bio UV-visible spectrophotometer, and all data
are normalized to a 1 cm pathlength. Titrations with calf
thymus DNA solution were performed by adding aliquots of
concentrated DNA to a constant concentration of ligand.
Corrected fluorescence emission and excitation spectra were
measured with a SPEX FluoroMax spectrophotometer. CD
spectra were measured on a Jasco J-810 spectropolarimeter,
and data were normalized to a 1 cm pathlength. The data are
presented, as collected, in mdeg; these data can be converted
to absorbance units through division by 32 980 mdeg. LD
spectra were measured on an Applied Photophysics Chirascan
CD spectropolarimeter, adapted to produce linearly polarized
18170 | RSC Adv., 2013, 3, 18164–18172 This journal is ß The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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light. Orientation of the intercalator nucleic acid samples was
achieved in a flow Couette cell with an outer rotating cylinder
and an inner cylinder of 3 cm diameter. The experimental path
length was 1 mm, and data are normalized to a 1 cm path
length.
Molecular modelling was performed with Spartan 04
(Wavefunction) using the semi-empirical PM3 method and
density functional (DFT) method B3LYP/6-31G* to calculate
potential densities and HOMO and LUMO energies of Pf, PD,
MePD and their protonated forms.
A Cannon-Manning extra low charge size 75 semi-micro
viscometer, immersed in a water bath thermostated at 25 uC,
was used to measure the relative intrinsic viscosity55 of dilute
solutions of CT-DNA. The DNA concentration and the
viscometer volume (300 mL) were kept constant for a series
of added dye concentrations. The flow time for water was
177 s, and for solutions containing DNA was .245 s.
Measurements were carried out in triplicate and gave standard
deviations of ,¡1 s. For long DNA, if the persistence length
does not change on intercalation, a plot of the cube root of the
relative intrinsic viscosity against binding ratio yields a slope
of 1.4 (supplementary information3).
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Proflavine diazide (PD) with amido-azide substituents on the amine groups and its N-methylated analogue
(MePD) bind strongly to DNA by nearest-neighbour intercalation with little sequence selectivity,
presenting reactive azide groups in the major groove. PD is neutral in aqueous solution but experiences
binding-coupled protonation on interaction with DNA with an apparent pKa shift of 2.5 units. MePD can
be click modified in situ on DNA with alkyne-functionalised thienyl-pyrrole as a precursor for conducting
polymer synthesis, and remains intercalated after reaction with the substituents aligned in the groove.
Introduction
The use of DNA as an architectural material was revolutionized
by the seminal work of Seeman and coworkers in constructing
2D and 3D DNA nanostructures,1 which resulted in an
explosion of research in this field. The exquisite specificity
of nucleic acid recognition, together with chemical stability,
has made DNA the polymer of choice for the construction of
increasingly intricate nano-architectures.2 The DNA duplex is
an attractive candidate as a 1D template or scaffold for
assembly of functional materials via chemical reactions,
coordination chemistry, or non-covalent association.3
Assembly of conducting polymers, e.g. polyaniline,4 poly-
pyrrole and polythienylpyrrole5,6 on DNA has been a key area
of interest for development of molecular wires. Control of
polymerization can be achieved by tethering monomers to
DNA on the bases, sugars, or modified backbones.7 Herein, we
present first generation molecules for an alternative strategy
which uses unmodified DNA as a scaffold to facilitate the
linear assembly of functional materials. This strategy uses
small molecules (ligands) that bind strongly to DNA with
specific recognition modes (e.g. intercalation or groove
binding)8 to present reactive substituents in one DNA groove.
Hence, the duplex becomes an adaptable scaffold without the
requirement for chemical modification of DNA. Proflavine is
the framework we have chosen initially for development of
functional intercalators.9 The strong and well-characterized
intercalative binding of acridines has led to their development
as anticancer drugs,10 and these properties also make them
attractive candidates for anchoring supramolecular architec-
tures to a DNA scaffold.
Previously, 9-aminoacridine has been used as an inter-
calative ligand to assemble a copper catalyst on DNA for
asymmetric synthesis,11 and proflavine has been modified
with platinum complexes for improved therapeutics.12 Searcey
and coworkers produced a library of substituted acridine
intercalators using click chemistry in solution,13 one of which
drove formation of Holliday junctions.13b 9-Aminoacridine
azide was used for in situ click with an alkene peptide, where
the reactants were pre-assembled.14a More recently,
Balasubramanian and coworkers have used in situ click
substitution of well-known tetraplex binders to identify drugs
that bind selectively to G4 motifs.14b Also, minor groove
binding azido-ligands have been used for assembly of
functional molecules on AT-rich DNA.14c In this paper we
report the synthesis of novel proflavine derivatives with amido-
azide substituents that intercalate DNA and undergo in situ
click reactions15 with molecules such as alkyne-substituted
thienylpyrrole (TP). In this paper, we fully characterize their
binding to DNA and in situ click reaction, and in related work5f
we have shown that conducting poly(TP)n nanowires can be
formed from the resultant assembly.
Results
Synthesis and absorbance of diazido-proflavines
Modification of proflavine (1, Pf){ with azide groups produces
a ligand that presents ‘‘click’’ functionalities along DNA after
intercalation. Initially, the exocyclic amines were converted to
azides but that product was relatively unreactive. Thus, an
aChemical Nanoscience Laboratory, School of Chemistry, Bedson Building, Newcastle
University, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 7RU, UK. E-mail: andrew.pike@ncl.ac.uk;
eimer.tuite@ncl.ac.uk
bQuantuMDx, International Centre for Life, Times Square, Newcastle upon Tyne,
NE1 4EP, UK
cChurchill Community College, Sixth Form, Churchill Street, Wallsend, NE28 7TN,
UK
3 Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Detailed experimental
methods, spectra, calculations, physical data. See DOI: 10.1039/c3ra43090a
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extended amide linker was introduced to increase accessibility
of the azides, and overcome the reduced reactivity of Pf
exocyclic amines after intercalation with DNA16 (Scheme 1).
Product 3 (proflavine diazide, PD) was obtained in good
yield but proved poorly soluble in water, although it dissolved
in polar solvents and in DNA solution. Consequently,
methylated proflavine diazide (4, MePD) was synthesized, in
which the ring nitrogen is quaternized to give a cationic
species at pH 7. For direct comparison of 1, 3 and 4, all
experiments were carried out in aqueous buffered solution
containing 1% DMSO by volume. This allowed dissolution of
PD to tens of millimolar and did not perturb the DNA
conformation as judged by circular dichroism.
Aqueous solutions of Pf, PD, and MePD are yellow-orange
due to absorbance in the 300–500 nm region (Fig. 1). The
modified acridines absorb at higher energy with smaller
extinction coefficients than Pf, as previously reported for spin-
labelled Pf.17 All compounds also have significant absorbance
in the 260 nm DNA region. Protonation on the ring nitrogen of
Pf and PD is calculated to lower the energy of the absorption
(supplementary information3), consistent with observed shifts
to longer wavelength of the absorption maxima at low pH
(Table 1).
pKas for Pf in aqueous solution are reported at 0.3 and 9.5,
18
and our data (supplementary information3) concur. At pH 7
the dominant monocation has an S0 A S1 absorption
maximum at 445 nm with an extinction coefficient of 41 000
M21 cm21.19 At high pH, deprotonation of the ring nitrogen
produces the neutral form absorbing at higher energy (lmax =
393 nm) with a smaller extinction efficient. The spectra of the
di- and tri-cationic forms (pH , 0), for further protonation on
the exocyclic nitrogens, are reported to have maxima at 350–
360 nm and extinction coefficients comparable to the neutral
species.18,20 MePD is also monocationic at pH 7 with a pKa of
9.6 for deprotonation. The poor aqueous solubility of PD is
consistent with a dominant neutral form at pH 7, which
renders the compound very hydrophobic. As pH drops from 9
to 1, the PD spectrum changes substantially with an isosbestic
point at 365 nm (Fig. 2a). A pKa is observed at pHy4.4, and is
assigned to protonation of the ring nitrogen.
Partial charges calculated for the neutral and monocation
forms of PD, Pf, and MePD (supplementary information3)
explain the change of pKa when Pf carries amido-azide
substituents. For neutral Pf, the ring nitrogen carries a high
negative partial charge with partial positive charges on the
exocyclic amines, and the charge density changes significantly
after protonation of the ring nitrogen. For neutral PD, the
negative charge on the ring nitrogen is much smaller due to
significant negative charge density on the amide linker and
azide nitrogens. After protonation of the ring nitrogen, the
Scheme 1 Synthesis of azide-modified proflavines.
{ Abbreviations: CD, circular dichroism; CT-DNA, calf thymus DNA; PD,
proflavine diazide; Pf, proflavine; LD, linear dichroism; LDr, reduced linear
dichroism; MePD, methylated proflavine diazide; P/D, nucleotide phosphate/dye
ratio; [poly(dA–dT)]2, poly(deoxyadenylic-thymidylic) acid; [poly(dG–dC)]2,
poly(deoxyguanylic-cytidylic) acid; TM, transition moment.
Fig. 1 Absorption spectra of the proflavine dyes in aqueous solution.
Table 1 Maximum wavelengths and extinction coefficients for absorption of
the acridine dyes in the visible, and comparison with calculated energies for the
HOMO–LUMO gapa
Species pH lmax/nm emax/M
21 cm21 DE/eV
Pf 12 393 19 000 3.51
PfH+ 7 445 41 000 3.29
PD 7 381 5800 3.62
PDH+ 3 403 13 200 3.27
MePD+ 7 409 9200 3.35
a lmax and emax, measured; DE, calculated.
Fig. 2 Effect of pH on the absorption spectrum of PD. (a) spectra and calculated
partial charges, and (b, inset) titration, [PD] = 54 mM.
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negative charges remain localized on the amido-azide sub-
stituents. Cationic MePD has a similar partial charge
distribution to PD monocation.
Interaction of diazido-proflavines with DNA
Absorption spectroscopy. The binding of Pf, MePD and PD
to calf thymus (CT) DNA is readily observed by monitoring
visible absorbance.21 For Pf and MePD, addition of DNA
results in red-shifts of y15 nm and hypochromicity. This is
typical of the effects of insertion between DNA basepairs
during intercalation, a binding mode previously shown for Pf.
For PD, a dramatically different behaviour is observed
(Fig. 3). A 35 nm red-shift is accompanied by a hyperchromism
of .50%. Although this apparently indicates a different mode
of binding, it is actually consistent with intercalation where
binding is coupled to protonation. The maximum absorption
of the DNA-bound dye at 416 nm represents a 13 nm shift from
the maximum of PDH+. Additionally, the large absorbance
increase compared to the PD spectrum represents a hypo-
chromic change compared to the spectrum of free PDH+. Thus,
the changes in PD absorbance on addition of DNA can be
rationally interpreted in terms of the dominant DNA-bound
species being the monocationic PDH+.
Coupled protonation and DNA binding has been reported
previously for neutral dibenzoacridine22a as well as other
intercalators,22b minor groove binders22c and proteins.22d It is
also known that the apparent pKa of cytosine is raised
significantly from y4.5 when it protonates on formation of
CGC-triplexes, with a 3–5 unit increase reported for internal
positions.23 Moreover theory predicts that the DNA minor
groove is more acidic than the surrounding solvent,24a with
experiments indicating a drop of up to 2 units.24b This is likely
a result of the high negative potential in the minor groove
caused by electrostatic focussing.25 Thus, the increase of
apparent pKa of PD on binding to DNA is not without
precedent.
Absorption changes were analysed by the Scatchard method
to obtain binding constants and apparent site sizes as shown
in Table 2. Proflavine binds very strongly to CT-DNA and only a
lower limit for the association constant could be determined at
low ionic strength. As the salt concentration was raised,
binding weakened and an association constant was readily
determined with 500 mM NaCl added to buffer. The binding
constant in 5 mM phosphate was estimated theoretically using
Record/Manning theory, which states that K for a monoca-
tionic intercalator varies with added inert monocation
according to eqn (1), with B = 0.24, Z = 1, and Y = 0.8226 or 1.27
d lnKobsð Þ
d ln Naz½ ð Þ
~{ BzZyð Þ (1)
A binding constant of K # 1.5 6 107 M21 was predicted at
7.5 mM Na+, which is higher than the experimental value, and
represents an upper limit at low ionic strength. The binding
constants measured for Pf have similar magnitudes to
previously reported values.28,29 PD and MePD also show high
affinities for DNA, with site sizes that are close to nearest-
neighbour, although their binding constants are lower than
that for Pf. Nonetheless, at low ionic strength, both PD and
MePD are quantitatively bound to DNA at high ratios of DNA
basepair to dye concentrations, expressed as P/D ([nucleotide
phosphate]/[dye]).
Circular dichroism spectroscopy. Pf, PD and MePD are
achiral in aqueous solution. On binding to DNA, all three
exhibit small induced circular dichroism (ICD) signals in their
visible absorption bands (Fig. 4). ICD occurs when an achiral
molecule is placed in a chiral environment, e.g., when a dye is
Fig. 3 Effect of binding to calf thymus(CT)-DNA on the absorption spectrum of
PD. The spectrum without DNA is shown in dark red. P/D is the DNA (nucleotide
phosphate) to dye ratio. [PD] = 56 mM.
Table 2 Association constants (K) and apparent binding site sizes (n) for the
modified proflavine dyes with calf thymus (CT)-DNAa
Dye [Na+]/mM K/M21 nb
Pf 7.5 ¢3.8 6 106 0.26
Pf 508 1.4 6 105 0.28
PD 7.5 5.3 6 105 0.33
MePD 7.5 2.0 6 106 0.36
a Determined by absorption titration in 5 mM phosphate–1% DMSO;
b n = number of binding sites per nucleotide unit.
Fig. 4 CD spectra in the visible region showing induced CD of the dyes in the
presence of calf thymus (CT)-DNA. [Pf] = 10 mM, P/D = 50; [PD] = 50 mM, P/D =
20; [MePD] = 50 mM, P/D = 10. P/D is the DNA (nucleotide phosphate) to dye
ratio. Data are smoothed (see supplementary information3 for raw data).
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bound to the right-handed helix of DNA.30 The ICD signals are
weak, consistent with intercalative binding.31
The ICD for Pf resembles that reported previously for similar
binding ratios at low ionic strength in native DNA, [poly(dA–
dT)]2, and [poly(dG–dC)]2.
29,32–34 The non-conservative split-
ting pattern has been attributed to degenerate vibronic exciton
coupling between intercalated and externally bound dyes.28c,34
External binding is found to be minimal at high salt
concentrations but to occur to some extent at low salt
concentrations even at the high P/D ratios used in this
work.34,35 The deconvoluted CD spectrum of pure intercalated
Pf is reported to be positive but that of acridine orange, which
is tetramethylated on the exocyclic nitrogens, is negative.34
This was attributed to different intercalation geometries of the
two dyes, since the transition moment involved is the same
long-axis polarized p–p* transition for each.34–36 It was
suggested that H-bonds between Pf and the DNA backbone,
as observed in crystal structures, are responsible for that
difference since the magnitude of the Pf ICD was sensitive to
increasing ionic strength. Negative ICD spectra for PD and
MePD suggest that these dyes might have intercalation
orientations more similar to acridine orange than Pf; indeed,
small slides or twists of the dye in the intercalation pocket can
cause a sign inversion.37 The absence of splitting in the ICD
spectra of PD and MePD suggests that external binding is less
important for these dyes than for Pf, perhaps because the
increased bulk of the side chains hinders association of
additional dyes in the groove as observed when Pf external
binding is blocked by glycosylation of the major groove in T2-
DNA.32
Linear dichroism spectroscopy. In flow linear dichroism
(LD) spectroscopy, high molecular weight DNA is oriented by
shear flow in a Couette cell.30 LD is defined by eqn (2), where
Aiso is the isotropic absorption of the sample (i.e., without
orientation), S is an orientation factor, and a represents the
angle between the polarization of the absorbing transition
moment and the orientation axis.
LDr(l) = LD (l)/Aiso(l) = 1.5 S (3 Scos
2aT 2 1) (2)
The LD signal of DNA is negative in the 200–350 nm
absorption region, where the strongly absorbing transition
moments (TM) are polarized in the planes of the basepairs.
Since the helix axis of aligned DNA is oriented parallel to the
flow direction, negative LD indicates that the basepairs are
oriented more perpendicular than parallel to the helical axis,
as expected for B-form DNA. For all three acridines, the LD
signals in the visible spectrum are also negative (supplemen-
tary information3). This implies that the TMs responsible for
visible absorption, which are polarized in the acridine
aromatic planes,34,36 also have an average orientation .54u
to the helix axis.
For structural interpretation of LD, reduced linear dichro-
ism (LDr) spectra were computed (Fig. 5) using eqn (2). In
general, the LDr signals at 260 nm for DNA with and without
dye report on changes in base orientation induced by dye
binding, although overlap of strong dye absorption with DNA
at 260 nm precludes quantitative analysis. The ratio of LDr
signals in the visible and UV regions allows calculation of the
angle between the dye and base pair planes. An important
caveat is that the latter comparison is valid only if all the dye
absorption arises from bound material, since free dye
contributes to isotropic absorption but not to LD. Therefore,
spectra were measured under conditions (low salt and high
P/D) that favour complete binding. For our samples, there was
good correspondence between the isotropic absorption and LD
spectra, showing close to 100% of dye is bound.
Negative LDr signals in the dye visible absorption bands
(Fig. 5) are consistent with the chromophore long axes lying
approximately parallel to the base pair planes. For Pf, this
agrees with previous electric LD results which showed the ring
system was parallel to the base planes for DNA with various
base compositions.38 Pf shows greater magnitude LDr in the
visible than in the UV. For PD and MePD, the visible LDr
magnitude is lower than that in the UV. Previous studies have
inferred an effective value of 80–86u for the orientation of the
basepairs to the helix axis.29,39 Nevertheless, significantly more
negative LDr in the dye than the DNA band, as observed for Pf,
has also been reported for other intercalators such as
methylene blue.37c,d Previous spectral analysis36 of Pf and
related dyes assigned the 465 nm absorption solely to a long-
axis polarized transition, and 263 nm absorption predomi-
nantly to long-axis polarized transitions with a small contribu-
tion from a short-axis polarized transition. Similar
assignments are likely for PD and MePD. Thus different
Fig. 5 Reduced linear dichroism (LDr) spectra of acridine dyes with calf thymus
(CT)-DNA. P/D = 50; [DNA] = 1 mM. Shear gradient = 1900 s21 (600 rpm). P/D is
the DNA (nucleotide phosphate) to dye ratio. The free DNA spectrum is shown
in grey.
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values of LDr(vis)/LDr(UV) suggest that PD and MePD adopt
slightly different intercalation geometries than Pf, as also
inferred from CD spectra. Wedging intercalation from the
major groove, due to the bulky substituents impeding full
insertion between the basepairs, would result in smaller LDr
for the dye since the chromophore would sample a range of
orientation, as observed for piperazinecarbonyloxyalkyl deri-
vatives of anthracene and pyrene.40
Linear dichroism spectroscopy shows that the ring systems
of PD and MePD remain intercalated in DNA after their azide
groups undergo click reactions (Scheme 2) with 5-pentenyl-
thienyl-pyrrole (pTP). On the other hand, 6 formed in solution
did not bind strongly to DNA. Thus, an in situ click reaction is
necessary to assemble such a molecule on DNA.
At high dye loading (Fig. 6), the LDr signal at 425 nm in the
MePD absorption band remains negative after the click
reaction. A new negative signal is observed in the 300–350
nm region, where MePD has no contribution, which corre-
sponds to absorption of the pTP substituent (supplementary
information3). The absorbing transition moment of the clicked
TP chromophore thus has an average orientation of ,54u to
the helix axis. If we set the DNA basepair (260 nm) orientation
at 90u to the helix axis, the calculated angles are 74u for MePD
(425 nm) and 63u for pTP (350 nm). By contrast, at low dye
loading (supplementary information3), the LD
r signal at 300–
350 nm is positive whilst the signal in the PD absorption band
at 430 nm remains negative, and the angle for pTP
substituents in this case is calculated as 52u. Thus, the
proximity of nearest neighbour intercalated PD forces the TP
residues into an orientation somewhat more parallel to the
basepairs. Nonetheless, the TP residues can polymerise into
long conducting poly(TP)n nanowires from this orientation, as
we have demonstrated elsewhere.5f
Viscometry. Binding of proflavine increases DNA viscosity
(Fig. 7), as expected for a classical intercalator, and consistent
with previous reports.29,41,42 Studies with different DNAs
found greater apparent elongation for AT-rich than GC-rich
DNA,42,43 due to Pf having a greater tendency to bind externally
with the latter and distort the binding ratio. Fig. 7 shows that
PD and MePD also increase the viscosity of CT-DNA, but to a
lesser extent. Pf is quantitatively bound under the conditions
used, and the initial slope of 1.40 (up to r = 0.1) is consistent
with monointercalation into high molecular weight DNA with
no significant change of persistence length (supplementary
information3). An absence of persistence length change on bis-
intercalation of YOYO-1 has been reported.44
PD and MePD are also quantitatively bound, and although
their slopes (0.99 and 0.50, respectively) are lower than for Pf,
they are consistent with intercalation. The slope for PD is
substantially lower than for Pf or MePD, and its low value
implies either that some bound PD is externally associated, or
that binding causes a reduction in persistence length that
counteracts the increase in contour length due to intercala-
tion. However, the lack of splitting in CD spectroscopy
indicates that external binding is not important for PD and
MePD, certainly not to the extent of 50% being externally
bound.
Minor groove binders cause little change in viscosity45 but
partial intercalators decrease DNA viscosity by bending
through wedging,46 whilst covalent binding of cisplatin
decreases DNA viscosity through static bending.47 These
bending interactions decrease the viscosity of rod-like DNA
Scheme 2 In situ ‘‘click’’ reaction of MePD (4) and pTP (5) to generate MePD-
pTP (6). Brackets represent the intercalation site in DNA. Arrows represent
presumed main transition moment directions.
Fig. 6 Reduced linear dichroism (LDr) spectrum of in situ generated MePD-pTP
(6) bound to calf thymus (CT)-DNA compared with DNA-bound MePD.5f P/D =
50; [DNA] = 1 mM. P/D is the DNA (nucleotide phosphate) to dye ratio. Shear
gradient = 3170 s21 (1000 rpm).
Fig. 7 Relative intrinsic viscosity of calf thymus (CT)-DNA on addition of acridine
dyes. [DNA] = 300 mM; 25 uC.
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by shortening the axial length. In long DNA, the bending effect
is translated to a decrease of persistence length, which reduces
the relative viscosity according to eqn (3). Since MePD and PD
still increase viscosity, albeit less so than Pf, they cannot be
considered to behave as true partial intercalators that bind by
wedging open the basepairs toward one groove. Nonetheless,
the results suggest that they adopt an intercalation geometry
that reduces DNA persistence length.ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g½ 
g½ 
0
3
s
~
L
L0
~1zar (3)
Thermal denaturation. Each dye increases the thermal
stability of CT-DNA (supplementary information3), as pre-
viously reported for Pf.19a,29 The degree of stabilization
correlates with binding affinity, so that Pf has a slightly larger
effect than MePD, which in turn has a much larger effect than
PD. The greater stabilizing effect of Pf compared to MePD is
more dramatic at P/D = 1, suggesting that Pf has greater
tendency for electrostatically-driven external binding at high
loading and low ionic strength than does MePD, as also
inferred from CD. Similar results were observed with [poly(dA–
dT)]2 but comparative experiments with [poly(dG–dC)]2 were
impossible because of the high melting temperature (95 uC)
observed for the naked polynucleotide, so that addition of dye
raised the Tm to .100 uC.
Fluorescence. The emission of all three acridines is
quenched on binding to calf-thymus DNA, as shown in
Fig. 8. For Pf, as for related dyes,48 this is attributed to
electron transfer from guanine to the dye singlet state.28a,49
Our observations that the emission intensity of Pf bound to
CT-DNA decreases in the range P/D = 0–20 and thereafter
slowly rises (Fig. 8), mirrors previously reported behaviour.49
Pf emission is quenched by guanine but enhanced by adenine
from comparison of emission in the presence of [poly(dA–dT)]2
and [poly(dG–dC)]2. The quenching observed at low P/D with
[poly(dA–dT)]2 is attributed to self-quenching by externally
stacked dyes,21,28c,35 and at high binding ratios the intensity
reflects the increase in reported lifetime.41
Both PD and MePD+ are quenched by adenine as well as
guanine in polynucleotides, indicating that their singlet states
are more readily reduced than 1Pf. Ground state reduction is
predicted to occur more readily than for Pf due to lower
electron densities on their aromatic ring systems, and their
(0,0) transitions are at higher energy than that of Pf. Taken
together, these features rationalize why the excited singlet
states of PD and MePD are significantly more oxidizing than
that of Pf. Emission titrations indicate that PD and MePD
show little selectivity in binding to [poly(dA–dT)]2, [poly(dG–
dC)]2 or mixed sequence CT-DNA. Pf binds most strongly to
[poly(dG–dC)]2 under our conditions, other studies report little
selectivity at higher ionic strength.29 However, recent mole-
cular modelling50 suggests that Pf should indeed bind more
strongly to [poly(dG–dC)]2 than [poly(dA–dT)]2 due to greater
p–p stacking in the former case. We interpret our observations
in terms of the smaller substituents on Pf allowing it to
intercalate deeply into the base pair pockets, thus benefiting
from enhanced p–p stacking in the GC pockets. By contrast, if
PD and MePD cannot intercalate as deeply as Pf from the
major groove due to their bulky substituents, they will
experience similar stacking interactions in all types of base
pair pockets.
Discussion
Linear dichroism and viscometry results demonstrate that Pf,
PD and MePD intercalate between the DNA base pairs. The
small induced CD signals are also consistent with intercalative
binding. Other results such as absorption, emission, and
thermal denaturation titrations reflect the relative binding
affinities of the three compounds. Proflavine was chosen as
the framework molecule for our functional intercalators since
it known to be an avid intercalator. A recent PDB deposition
(3FT6)51a shows a crystal structure of proflavine intercalated at
terminal CG/CG steps in a hexamer duplex (supplementary
information3). The heterocyclic system is deeply intercalated
and the exocyclic amino groups are both oriented towards the
major groove but do not protrude. Symmetric intercalation
with the dye long axis parallel to the base pair long axis allows
the amines to form H-bonds with the phosphate and sugar
groups of the backbone. This crystal structure confirms an
earlier nmr structure with a tetramer [d(CCGG)]2,
51b and
Fig. 8 Variation of emission intensity of acridine dyes on addition of calf thymus
(CT)-DNA and alternating homopolynucleotides. P/D is the DNA (nucleotide
phosphate) to dye ratio. [dye] = 5 mM.
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crystal structures with RNA51c and DNA51d,e CG dinucleotide
minihelices. By comparison, N,N9-tetramethyl proflavine (or
acridine orange, AO) and N-dimethyl proflavine are interca-
lated asymmerically in dinucleotide minihelix crystals with
y10u twist from the symmetric geometry.52 These dyes are
slightly displaced towards the major groove in the basepair
pocket, with one dimethyl amine group protruding and the
other amine in a position similar to Pf. This small change of
conformation is enough to cause a change in ICD signal from
positive for Pf to negative for AO.34 Given the negative ICD
spectra for PD and MePD bound to DNA, a reasonable
hypothesis is that they adopt an intercalation geometry similar
to AO, displaced towards the major groove, but likely with both
their bulky azide substituents protruding. The wide major
groove should readily accommodate these substituents and
present them for reaction with molecules approaching from
bulk solution.
Such variation of intercalation geometry also rationalises
differences in LD and viscosimetry for different dyes. Partial
intercalators with small aromatic groups strongly reduce the
viscosity of DNA.46a However, although PD and MePD give
lower slopes than Pf, they nevertheless markedly increase DNA
viscosity. Likewise, the LDr signals for these compounds are
still strongly negative, although smaller than for Pf. Taken
together, these observations suggest that PD and MePD bind
by intercalation with slightly different geometries and
dynamics than Pf, since their bulky substituents probably
prevent the aromatic tricycle from embedding deeply in the
intercalation pocket. Instead, they may be displaced towards
the edges of the basepairs closest to the major groove which
could give rise to dynamic or static bending of DNA, as seen
for the partial intercalator [Ru(phen)3]
2+ 46b,53 or for covalently
bound cisplatin.47 Smaller LDr signals for the modified dyes
are consistent with this postulate, since partially intercalated
dyes can explore a range of orientation angles other than
perpendicular to the helix axis.40 Consequently, PD and MePD
show little sequence selectivity which is advantageous for their
general application as versatile intercalative anchors for
directed assembly on a DNA scaffold.
Conclusions
Proflavine, Pf, can be readily modified with azide groups on its
exocyclic amines via an amide linker. The resultant com-
pound, PD, is neutral but methylation on the ring nitrogen
gives a cationic dye, MePD. PD is poorly soluble in water, but
becomes protonated on binding to DNA, resulting in an
apparent pKa shift of .3 units. Like proflavine, PD and MePD
intercalate DNA, as evidenced by linear dichroism and
viscometry. The Pf exocyclic amines reside in the major groove
of DNA, and it is likely that the modified dyes adopt a similar
binding geometry. However, their larger substituents appear to
hinder deep intercalation, implying displacement towards the
edge of the major groove, as reported for acridine orange, so
that the basepairs become slightly wedged apart to reduce the
DNA persistence length. DNA-bound PD and MePD undergo in
situ click functionalization with pTP, and remain intercalated
after reaction thus placing the monomers in the major groove
ready for polymerization to form a conducting chain. In
summary, PD and MePD are good candidates for application
as an intercalative anchor for assembly of supramolecular
structures on a DNA scaffold since they bind strongly with
little sequence selectivity, and remain intercalated after click
reactions with bulky functional groups.
Experimental
All chemicals and solvents were of the highest grade available
from Sigma-Aldrich. Proflavine hemisulfate salt hydrate was
used as received, and proflavine derivatives were synthesized
(Scheme 1) and purified as described in the supplementary
information.3 To ensure complete dissolution of dyes, solids
were initially dissolved in 100% DMSO, and diluted with 5 mM
phosphate buffer with the required pH to give samples in 5
mM phosphate with 1% DMSO. Polynucleotides [poly(dG–
dC)]2 and [poly(dA–dT)]2, and high molecular weight calf-
thymus DNA were from Sigma. All nucleic acids were dialyzed
extensively against pure water before use to remove excess
salts, and were stored in 5 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH
6.9). All experiments were carried out in 5 mM phosphate
buffer/1% DMSO (v/v) at 21 uC, unless otherwise stated, which
allowed dissolution of PD to tens of millimolar. Although 10%
DMSO can distort binding of ligands,54 1% DMSO did not
perturb the DNA conformation as judged by circular dichro-
ism, and binding results for Pf were consistent with those
reported in the absence of DMSO. The concentrations of all
materials were determined by UV/vis absorption spectroscopy
using the following extinction coefficients, determined analy-
tically for PD and MePD and obtained from the literature for
the other materials. Pf (445 nm) 41 000 M21 cm21;19 PD (381
nm) 6600 M21 cm21; MePD (409 nm) 9200 M21 cm21; CT-DNA
(260 nm) 6600 M21 cm21; [poly(dA–dT)]2 (262 nm) 6700 M
21
cm21; [poly(dG–dC)]2 (254 nm) 8400 M
21 cm21. Nucleic acid
concentrations are given per nucleotide. Buffer of required pH
was prepared by adjusting the pH of a 5 mM phosphate (pH
6.9) solution using small aliquots of concentrated phosphoric
acid or sodium hydroxide.
UV/vis spectra and thermal denaturation were measuring
with a Cary 100 Bio UV-visible spectrophotometer, and all data
are normalized to a 1 cm pathlength. Titrations with calf
thymus DNA solution were performed by adding aliquots of
concentrated DNA to a constant concentration of ligand.
Corrected fluorescence emission and excitation spectra were
measured with a SPEX FluoroMax spectrophotometer. CD
spectra were measured on a Jasco J-810 spectropolarimeter,
and data were normalized to a 1 cm pathlength. The data are
presented, as collected, in mdeg; these data can be converted
to absorbance units through division by 32 980 mdeg. LD
spectra were measured on an Applied Photophysics Chirascan
CD spectropolarimeter, adapted to produce linearly polarized
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light. Orientation of the intercalator nucleic acid samples was
achieved in a flow Couette cell with an outer rotating cylinder
and an inner cylinder of 3 cm diameter. The experimental path
length was 1 mm, and data are normalized to a 1 cm path
length.
Molecular modelling was performed with Spartan 04
(Wavefunction) using the semi-empirical PM3 method and
density functional (DFT) method B3LYP/6-31G* to calculate
potential densities and HOMO and LUMO energies of Pf, PD,
MePD and their protonated forms.
A Cannon-Manning extra low charge size 75 semi-micro
viscometer, immersed in a water bath thermostated at 25 uC,
was used to measure the relative intrinsic viscosity55 of dilute
solutions of CT-DNA. The DNA concentration and the
viscometer volume (300 mL) were kept constant for a series
of added dye concentrations. The flow time for water was
177 s, and for solutions containing DNA was .245 s.
Measurements were carried out in triplicate and gave standard
deviations of ,¡1 s. For long DNA, if the persistence length
does not change on intercalation, a plot of the cube root of the
relative intrinsic viscosity against binding ratio yields a slope
of 1.4 (supplementary information3).
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